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This is the story of one of our true military heroes.
The Tulsa Central High School Class of 1956 had more than its share.

But Ralph Holmes certainly qualifies for that title.

After he graduated from CHS, Ralph enrolled at Oklahoma A&M in Stillwater in August
and majored in Party and Celebratory Management. Throwing himself diligently into the
laboratory portion of that block of study, by the end of the first year, he had compiled a 3.1
GPA. Unfortunately, it was an accumulative GPA for the entire year!

Upon returning home in May 1957, Ralph, his loving parents and their banker had a
"heart-to-heart" meeting where he was encouraged to consider other alternatives, including
viable employment. Since operating a 16-pound jackhammer in a rock quarry during July
didn't appeal to him too much, the only viable option was to Be Army Strong or Be Navy
Weak!



Ralph kept extending his going away party through the next summer until all the girls went
back to college in the autumn. He then bit the bullet and enlisted in the U.S. Army in
October 1957 as a private. After he completed basic and advanced training, his latent
leadership potential, refined poker skills and warped but highly developed sense of humor
was recognized by what was obviously a mentally retarded battalion commander. He
approved Ralph's request to attend Officer Candidate School (OCS) at Fort Benning, GA.

"High above the Chattahoochee
Far beyond the Upatoi

Lies a lonely little outhouse
Known as Benning School for Boys"

Unfortunately in 1957-58, the Army did not need
junior grade infantry officers, but it did need to keep
the OCS machinery intact. So it rapidly became
evident that those who voluntarily entered the course
were subjected to the Army's brand of Hell on Earth.
Ralph's class started training with 253 and six months
later graduated only 132. In April 1959, he and the
other 105 were commissioned as army officers.

Ralph devoted the same amount of attention to his
studies in OCS as he had at Oklahoma A&M and on
graduation, the Senior TAC (Tactical Officer) informed
him the only reason he was being commissioned as a
Second Lieutenant, was because the U.S. Army had no
such rank as a Third Lieutenant!

While all of his classmates drew sexy assignments like
the 10th Mountain or 101st Airborne Divisions, Ralph
was sent to Fort Leonard Wood, MO to command a

basic training company. He served gloriously in this assignment until September 1959,
when he resigned because he knew if he was going to get anywhere, he had to return to
school.

Ralph enrolled at the University of Tulsa and graduated in May 1963, with a Bachelors
Degree in English and History. He went on to post-grad hours in History and Accounting.

During his senior year at the University of Tulsa he joined the Oklahoma Army National
Guard. His first assignment was to assume the duties of a rifle company Executive Officer



(second-in-command) under the command of a classmate from CHS, First Lieutenant Ed
Wheeler. Since the unit (C Company, 2d Battalion, 3rd Brigade, 45th Infantry Division)
was known as "Tiger Company", the troops came up with the nicknames for the CO and
XO as "Big Tiger" and "Little Tiger" respectively.

During this period the two members of CHS's Class of 1956 managed to bring a unit that
was a toxic waste disaster area to such a level of military proficiency that within a year, it
was named 1st Runner-Up for the Army's highly coveted Eisenhower Trophy.

This achievement was in spite of the fact that in the more than half a century since we have
been absent from the graffiti-covered stalls of the men's restrooms of CHS; it is painfully
obvious the tear gassing of Claremore's downtown 'House of Pleasure and Ill Repute' is the
highlight of Ralph's professional military life.

That chapter in the history of the Oklahoma Army National Guard, although true, is best
left untold in this rendition in fear of possibly upsetting the more delicate sensibilities of
the genteel ladies of our class. Despite this colorful and disastrous episode which attracted
the personal attention of the Governor and Adjutant General of Oklahoma, the two
classmates managed a hastily-prepared retrograde movement and Ralph went on to record
more brilliant chapters of performance in his military 201 (personnel) File.

Ralph's second command was Company B, 2d Battalion, 179th Infantry Brigade, 45th
Infantry Division based in Broken Arrow, OK. However Shell Oil Company recognized his
executive potential and transferred him to San Francisco, CA and saddled him with a
rucksack of greater responsibilities. Ralph missed being in uniform so he transferred his
commission to the 49th Infantry Division of the California Army National Guard.

After reviewing his military record, he was assigned as the commander of Company A, 1st
Battalion, 1st Brigade, 49th Infantry Division. Shortly after assuming command, the Watts
riots erupted and Ralph and his unit were activated and deployed from San Francisco to
Los Angeles to assist in controlling the civil unrest.

As the Lockheed C-124 Hercules flew into the Van Nuys airport carrying Ralph and his
troops, the flight path happened to be directly over the south central portion of the Los
Angeles and drew immediate ground fire from armed rioters. Once his infantry company
was on the ground, they were issued a combat load of ammunition and immediately
committed to the heaviest part of the fighting.



The unit was ordered to occupy an elementary
school designed to accommodate little human types.
As a result, his troops could only drink from
fountains while on their knees and relieve
themselves using Kentucky Windage and Elevation
in order to make a direct hit on the urinals. When
they had a rare break and took a shower, they could
only get clean from the belly button down.

Snipers began directing fire on the school as soon as
the Guardsman arrived so Ralph immediately
established a perimeter security around the school
and set up his crew-served 1919-A-3 .30 caliber and
M-2 Browning .50 caliber machine guns. He
ordered his troops to fire on anyone firing upon
them, or upon any persons attempting to run the
numerous roadblocks established around the area by
Los Angeles Police and County Sheriff's Deputies.

Quickly Ralph's unit was engaged with organized street gangs comprised of genetically-
tanned, socially disconnected, miscreants who were illegally engaged in early Christmas
shopping via the 'brick-through-a-window' method.

At that same moment Ralph was forced to increase the volume on his PRC-10 portable
radio to hear Governor Pat Brown announce to the pale-skinned, limp-wristed, quiche-
eating, liberal population of California that . . . "under no circumstances would any type of
automatic weapons be used" . . . against the poor, misunderstood, and deprived minorities of
Los Angeles. Increasing the radio's volume was necessary, so the governor's words could be
heard above the sound of machine gun fire. The massive looting, destruction of property,
arson and sniper fire was brought to an almost immediate halt in the heart of the riot area,
which was the location of the elementary school.

Just as the smoke from the riot subsided, Vietnam was heating up. Ralph realized his true
talents for providing behavior modification, attitude adjustment and character guidance to
an opposing force were being wasted in a Shell Oil Company cubicle. As a result, he
rejoined the regular army in July 1966. He was assigned as the PI (Principal Instructor) for
the Ranger Department's Escape and Evasion Course at Fort Benning , GA. Here Ralph
designed, developed and implemented newer, more effective and insidious methods of
mind manipulation and interrogation which were applied to anyone captured by the
'aggressor forces' during the overnight E&E exercise. (Those same techniques were
undoubtedly applied some forty years later at GITMO, by a yet-to-be-born generation.)



Ralph was also the API (Assistant Principal Instructor) for courses dealing with long range
patrolling, ambush and counter-ambush techniques.

In July 1966, Ralph shipped out to 'The Nam'
where he was assigned to the staff of the 3rd Brigade
(Ace of Spades), 1st Infantry Division at Phouc
Vinh. Even though he was Ranger and Airborne
trained and a graduate of the Special Forces "Q"
course, the brigade commander thought
(incorrectly) if he buried Ralph in an obscure staff
assignment, he would not become the problem
child of the brigade.

Shortly after arriving at PV, Ralph almost wound up
in the stockade for becoming involved in a brawl at
a local bar, where he helped take out three South
Vietnamese "White Mice" (military policemen) and
one village pimp. He escaped just as other MPs
arrived, hanging on to the bottom of a 2 1/2 ton
truck.

Although Ralph performed his staff duties
brilliantly, other than occasionally having to dive
into bunkers to avoid VC mortar fire. But Ralph

was frustrated not getting enough combat action by stacking paper clips in the form of
water buffaloes. Ralph voluntarily tacked himself on to the brigade-level LRRPs (Long
Range-Reconnaissance Patrols) where he normally carried only a personally-owned
Browning 9mm Hi-Power pistol, several grenades (both frag, smoke and phosphorous), and
an Mk I Randall knife.

When he returned from the patrols, he would sometimes stuff mementos of the VC and
NVA soldiers Ralph and the team contacted into a series of Mason jars. It was also SOP
(Standard Operating Procedures) to leave behind one of the brigade's calling cards - a black
Ace of Spades.

(It may be assumed that sometime after the Americans finally came home in 1973, some
poor South Vietnamese rice farmer stumbled on dozens of Mason jar packed with relics
from a bygone era buried in his paddies. The contents would explain why several dozen
former VC guerrillas who are in their later years, are now singing soprano in their local
Communist Party cell meetings.)



In September 1967 Ralph managed a transfer to a MACV (Military Assistance Command-
Vietnam) Mobile Advisory Team (MAT-8) at Tam Binh in the Mekong River Delta
between Can Tho and Vinh Long. In addition to his normal training duties, he would
occasionally take three men from his South Vietnamese bodyguard unit to act as flank
security and move toward the Mang Thit canal adjacent to their camp. These outings
normally began around 2 am. Ralph usually carried a .308 caliber Winchester Model 70
bolt-action sniper rifle. "Slithering" up to the canal waterway, the team would wait until
they spotted a sampan or junk on the canal heading north toward Saigon and VC cadre.
Since it was a free-fire zone after dusk, Ralph depleted the manpower count of the local VC
command by picking off dozens of insurgents. Then, he would "slither" back before the VC
could locate and engage their shooting position with mortar fire from the east side of the
canal. From his 'slithering', Ralph picked up the nickname of "Snake."

When the TET offensive was launched in late January 1968 to coincide with the New Year,
the 306th VC Regiment attacked Tam Binh. The 306th, augmented by North Vietnamese
regulars who had invaded South Vietnam using the Ho Chi Minh trail, tried to overrun
the village including Ralph's camp. Despite determined assaults, Ralph, his MAT team and
bodyguard unit, along with their South Vietnamese allies consisting of RFPF (Regional
Force/Popular Force) and CIDG (Civilian Irregular Defense Group) troops, piled up
enemy soldiers hip deep on the other side of the wire line. For two weeks, the VC and
NVA pounded away at Ralph's firebase but they failed to breach the wire and into the city.
Completely surrounded and cut off, the fighting continued night and day for several days.
Just as the defenders were running out of ammunition and were beginning to use captured
weapons taken from the dead VC and NVA, what remained of the 306th Regiment
withdrew back to the U Minh forest in far southern Viet Nam.

Ralph's five-man team remained at Tam Binh until it was relocated to Phu Quoc Island off
the southwestern coast of Vietnam where it became part of Special Forces B-Team 44. It
was at Phu Quoc that Ralph designed, developed and established the first Army anti-pirate
operations using armed junks or Navy PCF (Swift) boats. (No, he didn't meet John Kerry!)
His team objective also included planning for the construction of a POW compound on
the island.

It was on Phu Quoc where, during one of the many mandatory celebratory victory dinners
with the district chief, his underlings and family, that he almost 'bought the farm.' Seems
Ralph and his team had been so effective the VC had placed a very lucrative reward on the
heads of any Americans on the island. The district chief tried to collect.

Ralph contracted a very rare form of dysentery from poisoned food and subsequently was
evacuated from Vietnam to Tripler Army hospital in Hawaii to recuperate. Here the
medics found he also had a persistent and particularly vicious form of Asian malaria. He



was hospitalized for more than three months. However, there were some rewards. As senior
officer in the ward Ralph was quartered in a two-bed suite. His twin brother, Mark, who
had served with the Navy in Honolulu in the early 1960's, flew over from the mainland
and they spent many hours singing Kingston Trio and Don Ho songs.

During his hospitalization, Ralph received word from his team the turncoat district chief
had the majority of his brain matter forcibly removed from his skull cavity. One of Ralph's
MAT team members did the honors using a Smith and Wesson Model 39 "Hush Puppy"
semiautomatic and would be assassin was "terminated with extreme prejudice."

Captain Holmes was discharged and returned home in late summer 1968 with military
honors and awards too numerous to mention. Shortly after returning to Tulsa Ralph
rejoined the Oklahoma Army National Guard. In a case of déjà vu, he signed up at the
same time Captain Ed Wheeler assumed command of a newly-organized unit, the 145th
Public Affairs Detachment (Field Service). The Detachment needed a proven deputy
commander and the two classmates hooked up once again.

This unit was comprised of journalists, television anchor-men, and some professional
photographers. It had been a section of the state General Staff and it was in dreadful
condition. Both men had to organize it and train the Guardsmen to "soldier." At the end
of the first year, the new unit won a Distinguished Unit Citation. It was obvious that
matching these two classmates from the Class of 1956 was a proven formula for success.

However, what the VC, NVA and turncoat South Vietnamese government officials
couldn't accomplish, his wife could. His socially -oriented spouse seemed to regard anyone
in uniform as below her station in life and repeatedly expressed her desire that Ralph
should "stop playing soldier boy." Trying to make her happy, Ralph hung up his Vietnam-
era 'Tiger Stripes' for the last time and put them deep into a mothball casket.

The Army lost a great soldier. Ralph returned to Shell Oil Company. That decision
though proved to be domestically fatal. Eventually he decided he missed the Army more
than he missed his wife so he literally split the sheets using the same Randall knife he
carried with him on the LRRP patrols at Phouc Vinh. By then though, Vietnam was long
over. The Carter administration was in the process of chopping the defense budget with a
meat axe and Congress made it abundantly clear that heroes were no longer needed.

Despite Ralph's distinguished and colorful career -- only a microcosm of which I have
provided here -- he continually references the tear-gassing of the Claremore's downtown
business section. It is far too complex to take up space here, but I'm sure that if you ask
him, he will be happy to provide you a complete and colorful (and true) explanation of
what happened. For those however who desire an accurate rendition, it can be found



where it is preserved for perpetuity in the 1965 archives of the Claremore Daily Progress
and in the annals of the Oklahoma Army National Guard.

1Although the by-product of a training exercise, the principle victim was a rooming house
adjacent to the old downtown Claremore National Guard armory. The rooming house
and the armory are gone now, as well as the tear gas fumes that migrated from the armory
into the rooming house and emptied out both the permanent and 'temporary' residents
and created a relatively localized public relations disaster. The full story was never told in
the media to the degree it probably deserved because several prominent members of
Claremore's social upper crust and government were part of the exodus from the rooming
house. For the troops who lived through it though, and who are still around to remember
it, thought it was the greatest "don't mess with our troops' demonstration they had ever
seen.

Frankly, as his classmate and fellow soldier, I am honored to write this biography of Ralph
because the effects of Alzheimer's disease, excessive and chronic consumption of
Thunderbird wine, his demonstrable tendency toward moral degradation and his inherent
humility would make it virtually impossible for him to undertake such a laborious task.

Ralph is currently financially 'comfortable' as a result of selective pillaging and looting BC
hooches. In Asia, it’s truly amazing how much stock they put into sheets of very thin gold,
which can be stored and transported easily wrapped in banana leaves and tied around their
waists.

Following separation from both the Army and his wife, Ralph was employed by several
corporations and government agencies including Oral Roberts University, University of
Oklahoma Medical College, Union Public Schools and Edward Jones Investments in a
variety of senior managerial and executive positions.

Since his return to civilian life, he has been a Rotarian for more than a quarter of a century
and developed a leadership program for high school juniors covering a four-state area.
Today, he volunteers two or three days a week at the Oklahoma Aquarium where he
specializes in the care of catsharks, sting rays, river otters and raccoons.

From little acorns, mighty oak trees grow. Ralph and his
brothers were no different. Their father was raised in Olean, NY
where his father was the president of the local national bank. It
later became part of The Bank of New York. Dick Holmes
attended Princeton University (where twin brother Mark would
also go) and graduated with Jimmy Stewart. They were Yell
Leaders together and remained friends for the rest of their lives.



He came to Tulsa because of the oil business. Ralph's mother, Duba, was from Tulsa and
attended the University of Wisconsin. Duba was one of the first female pilots in Tulsa and
quite the fox. She was also among those who survived a plane crash and walked away.

Everyone remembers their first true love. For
many it came early, and stories of CHS couples
who met in elementary school are not
uncommon. For Ralph the downfall came, not
from someone in our class, but to lovely lass in
the 1957 class. Her name was Sheila Johnson.
She was such a comely, talented model of
perfection she soon became the unofficial
property of all three of the Holmes brothers and,
rarely given, received the much sought-after
Stamp of Approval from their mother. (Barry,
the fourth brother was only ten and too young to

notice the obvious physical differences between Sheila and his brothers.) A were smitten.

Twin brother Mark had severe breathing problems when around her.
The doctors thought it was asthma until his father said, "It's not a
physical problem, and he just has a massive case of the Sheilas."
Younger brother Jimmy was forced to relieve his tension by racing other
cars . . . down Peoria. More than a few times he spent the night in the
drunk tank contemplating his inability to "land one" himself. Always
cool under tremendous emotional pressure, Ralph could only drool
uncontrollably and speak in what most people thought was Castillian
Spanish but was, in fact, Bostonian English. You could always tell when Ralph was deep in
thought about how to do away with his familial competition by putting his shoes on the
wrong feet.

That's not all. If Sheila wore a certain red dress Ralph would automatically assume the
appearance and mannerisms of The Hunchback of Notre Dame. Dead giveaway. Ralph
hasn’t seen Sheila in almost fifty years but the love is still there, as are the memories.

He has three younger brothers, Mark,
(his twin with a PhD in oceanography
living in Seattle , WA); Jimmy (a
remodeler and home builder in
Lockwood , MO) and Barry (a CPA in
Tulsa). Ralph is the father of three:
Chris (the Associate General Counsel



at Baylor University in Waco , TX); Mark (who manages commercial real estate for Keller-
Williams in Tulsa), and Holly (a special education teacher in Allen, TX). Chris and Dawn
have provided Ralph with four incredible grandchildren: Elise, Ridley, Celia and Clara.

For relaxation, Ralph is active in his church, visits his children
and grandchildren as often as he can and plays with his
collection of tarantulas, especially Chilean rose hairs and
Mexican red legs. He has never been bitten, but can't say the
same for some unfortunate crickets, which tarantulas regard as
nothing more than cherry cheesecake with a crunchie inside.

For those who want to learn more about Ralph you can feel free to contact me at the
following email address:

tulsashooter6@yahoo.com.sg
Landline 918.438.0678

If anyone wants to waste their time by talking with Ralph, you can reach him at:

ralphholmesok@yahoo.com
Landline 918.599.9295

Ralph’ parents 1942 Christmas
card.

Ralph also likes to
keep in shape by
running. He
appears to be in
disgusting
physical
condition.


